
DOTERRA MEMBERSHIP OVERVIEW 
 
(Screen shows LIVE GUIDE by Doterra:  https://media.doterra.com/us/en/brochures/live.pdf 
 
Welcome to your membership with Doterra. Let’s start off by seeing which Doterra products fit 
into the Wellness Lifestyle Program you are creating, and how they fit in as tools on each of 
your Wellness Tier Worksheets.  I am using a brochure called the Live Guide that is linked in the 
Resource section. Do you remember the quick Wellness Lifestyle Assessment you did for 
yourself in Section 1 of this Program?  Let’s review that.   
 
(screen shows pg. 3) 
Go ahead and retrieve it or do it again in the boxes shown for each tier. Rate yourself from 1-10 
with 1 being bad and 10 being awesome for your habits in each tier of the Wellness Lifestyle.  
You can break sleep and stress management into two if they are different numbers.  So with Eat 
Right, just give yourself a rating.  Then rate exercise, stress and rest management, and reduce 
your toxic load.  When you get to self-care, you can rate how empowered you feel to take care 
of your healthcare needs.  When you get to Medical Care, you can rate how empowered you 
feel to get the help you need from other professionals.  Press pause and retrieve or redo your 
assessment. 
 
Now you have your priorities as we go through the categories of products Doterra offers.  
Which tier did you rate yourself the lowest at?  Remember that the tiers support each other so 
if nutrition is a 4, and stress is a 2, you might still want to focus on Eat Right because a 4 is still 
on the low side and improving it will improve all your tiers including stress management. These 
priorities will be reflected in the goals you will be setting for yourself in your Wellness Lifestyle 
Worksheets.   
 
(Screen shows Page 2) 
With educational resources and oils we are prepared to address 80% statistically speaking of 
our healthcare priorities.  Can it be that simple?  Yes, if we can successfully create new habits 
into our lifestyle. That is what the Pierson Wellness Lifestyle Program is all about because failing 
to create new habits is where most people miss out on improving their health and on taking 
advantage of these really effective tools.   
 
(Screen shows Pg. 4) 
The bottom tier is Eat Right, or what I like to call Nutritional Intake.  If this is a priority for you, 
then you will be choosing a goal and making a plan to improve it using your Worksheet.  What 
are some of the things that indicate poor Nutritional Intake?  Lowered immunity (getting sick 
easily), low energy levels, feeling blah or Below the Line emotionally, and eventually chronic 
illness. 
 
In addition to your eating plan, Doterra has tools to help you take in the nutrition that your 
body needs to function as designed.  Are you getting enough nutrition without supplements?  
How do you feel?  If you have great immunity, great energy, feel good emotionally and have no 



health issues then you probably are.  If you are not experiencing all of this, then supplements 
are an important if not imperative tool.  Once again, this tool is not designed to take the place 
of eating right, but to supplement eating right.  
 
Doterra offers a 3 pack of daily nutrients called the Life Long Vitality Pack (LLV) that is my first 
recommendation.  It contains the omega 3s, vitamins and minerals, and antioxidants to 
supplement your food intake on daily basis.  This is the #1 Doterra tool to support your 
Nutritional Intake goals.  My advice to people is that you can’t figure out whether or not it will 
help you without trying it.  If you are serious about improving your Wellness, then this is the 
place to start.  Doterra has a 30 day money back guarantee if you try it and don’t like it.  This is 
a win/win action step for your Plan on your Worksheet.  There is also the Daily Nutrient Pack 
which just includes the omega 3s and multivitamin for people that already have good cellular 
health and energy levels, like many younger adults or teenagers.  For younger children, or 
adults who can’t take capsules, there are chewable multivitamin and liquid omega 3s.   
 
Doterra also has supplements to support gut health, like the Terrazyme enzymes and Pb Assist 
probiotic you see on this page, because without gut health our bodies can’t use the nutrition 
we take in.  The Nutritional Intake Section of this program goes into much more depth on 
nutrition and gut health.  The big thing to remember here is that all these supplements are 
natural.  If you watched Section 2 of this Program on Cellular Health, you will really 
understand the value and importance of natural whole food supplements vs. manufactured 
synthetic supplements. 
 
(Screen shows Page 5) 
Here are some examples of ways to incorporate Doterra’s products into your Nutrition Plan.  
You can use citrus oils in your water for cleansing benefits, to replace other unhealthy 
beverages and to give your water a flavor.  You can add nutrition to your smoothies and reduce 
your toxic load from produce with a produce spray cleaner. 
 
(Screen shows Pg. 6) 
Moving to our Exercise tier, way too much emphasis has been placed on exercise as a means for 
weight loss in my opinion.  Weight loss is the result of Wellness Lifestyle habits for each tier of 
the pyramid.  Exercise is just one of those tiers.  But Exercise does support each tier above it, 
and it helps motivate us to eat better too.  Listen to more on Exercise in the exercise section of 
this program.  For now, let’s see what natural tools Doterra has.  The first step to supporting 
any tier is to support the tier underneath it, so make sure you are working on proper nutritional 
intake and consider taking the LLV.  In addition, Doterra has products that will assist with 
proper fat cell functioning and curbing sugar cravings.  These are the Slim & Sassy products.  
When I talk about products that address your priorities, write them down.  This will be an 
indication of where you go from here and what tools you will include on your Worksheets. 
 
(Screen shows Pg7) 
More products that support exercise are Deep Blue products to help sore muscles and overuse 
issues, and Mito2max to provide more healthy energy to combat fatigue that acts as a 



roadblock to exercising.  When you are using Doterra products instead of synthetic products, 
you are also reducing your toxic load which is Tier 4 of your Wellness Lifestyle. 
 
(Screen shows Pg. 8, 9) 
80% of all health problems are estimated to be the result of persistent stress.  Make sure you 
watch the Cellular Health Section to really understand why essential oils working with the 
emotional center of your brain to combat stress is so important.  You already know two of the 
tools to help with managing stress…supporting your nutrition and exercise tiers.  Here are some 
more examples of how essential oils can be amazing helpers.  You can use Serenity oil in 
capsule form, in a diffuser, or on the bottoms of your feet and on your pillow to increase the 
chemical messengers responsible for allowing your body and mind to relax and drift off to 
sleep.  You can combine Wild Orange and Vetiver for a powerful stress relieving combination by 
applying them to the bottoms of your feet and on your wrists.  You can use Breathe and On 
Guard to make sure your airways are clear while you are trying to sleep. A diffuser will be your 
best friend to use your oils for rest and stress management.   
 
Doterra’s emotional oil blends make it really instinctive to know what to try:  do you need to 
feel forgiveness, peacefulness, to be consoled, or do you need to feel passion, motivation and 
cheer!  Just reach for the oil that speaks to your Below the Line emotions and your desired 
Above the Line emotions and put it in the diffuser, or on your wrists and behind your ears, 
inhale it and focus Above the Line. 
 
The educational resources listed at the end will tell you exactly what products to try and how to 
use them. It is really easy to do, so easy in fact, people seem to think they don’t know enough 
because it can’t be that simple.  You just look up an issue and apply the oil…that’s it!  Your body 
knows how to do the rest. 
 
Doterra has a really cool app called the Daily Drop you can download for free.  It has daily use 
tips given to you one by one, and in the menu there is a Determine Your Mood section.  Pause 
this video and download the app so you can follow along.  You just enter your emotions and the 
recommended oils pop up. 
 
Also you can take my online class on Living Above the Line to combine the power of personal 
development with these tools. 
 
(Screen shows Pg 10 & 11) 
In order to reduce your toxic load you need to have a healthy gut and the nutrients for your 
body to support your elimination systems (Eat Right Tier), good circulation to distribute 
everything (Exercise Tier), good sleep because that is when your body is doing the heavy 
detoxing work, and health stress levels because your detoxification efforts will be diminished 
when you are in your stress mode (Rest and Stress tier).  Again, by supporting the 3 tiers below, 
you are significantly reducing your toxic load already.   
 



Doterra has more tools to help. Doterra’s 30 day cleanse will help clean out the organs 
responsible for supporting your natural detoxification.  If those organs are too loaded down and 
compromised, then they can’t keep up with your elimination needs. You can write this down in 
the Reduce Your Toxic Load worksheet as a great tool to start with. 
 
We want to take in fewer synthetics too, so Doterra has developed whole product lines to make 
it easy for you to find a natural equivalent to the product you are already using and switch. 
They have toothpaste, mouthwash, cleaner, laundry detergent, deodorant, hair and skin care 
products, gum, throat drops, lip balm and more for the very purpose of helping us reduce our 
toxic load without having to make all these products ourselves. We will talk more about your 
personal care products and cleaning products in a minute to see if you can replace toxic 
products with nontoxic products without spending more money. 
 
(screen shows Pg. 12) 
Informed Self-care 
This is how I started using essential oils back in 2000.  I have been using them as natural 
remedies for myself and my family for a long time.  The statistics show we can address 80% of 
our healthcare needs with essential oils and a reference book or resource.  I have experienced a 
higher statistic than that in my own life which is why I am such a huge proponent.  It can be so 
simple when we create that new habit of reaching for our oils rather than for synthetic 
drugstore products.  The power we have to change healthcare in this country is incredible when 
we create the right habits and use the right tools.  Every time we can successfully exercise self-
care, that is a little burden off the healthcare system.  Imagine the impact if we are all able to 
do that even 50% of the time.  “Many hands make light work” means each of our little changes 
add up to big changes for our society. Now that you have your membership and educational 
resources at your fingertips, you are ready to become part of the solution to this country’s 
healthcare problems.  Most people don’t stop using essential oils because they don’t work, they 
stop because of some Below the Line underwater programming. 
 
Some examples of products we can use for self-care are Past Tense, a blend made to release 
tension. I keep this in my purse and use it on my head and neck whenever I feel tension and 
discomfort.  The oils in this blend are also rockstars for reducing pain and bruising from bumps 
and scrapes.  I use it on my kids all the time to help with everything from an elbow to the 
forehead in basketball to a stubbed toe or a bruised shin. 
 
Correct X is an amazing natural tool to switch out for other synthetic first aid salves.  It has 
tissue repairing abilities and is a staple for everyone’s medicine cabinet. 
 
The On Guard products are your best allies for creating immune-boosting protection, and 
lavender is calming and soothing to our tissues and our mind. 
 
How do you learn what to use and how to use it?  The ONE BIG thing you need to create that 
new natural self-care habit is a REFERENCE TOOL that you like. I provide you with all your 
reference tool options in the next section.  I love to have a book handy, and that is all I had 



when I started using oils.  It is all you need.  But now we have on-line resources also, and you 
can learn as much as fits your personality type.  I have explained all the reference tools and 
educational classes below in the “How Can I Follow Through To Experience The Wellness I 
Desire?” section, and the links are in the Resource section.  Having a reference tool is 
mandatory in order to achieve the “informed” part of Informed Self-Care.  Many people acquire 
a bunch of oils but don’t FEEL like they know what to do with them.  That feeling of 
disempowerment is telling them that they will experience what they feel unless they recognize 
it and switch to an Above the Line focus that empowers them - like acquiring and using a 
reference book. 
 
(Screen shows Pg. 13) 
 
The self-care issues I talked about on the last page are acute issues that we all experience.  This 
page deals with supporting chronic problem areas.  Because essential oils contain so many  
combinations of different chemical compounds, they offer a wide array of support for all of our 
body systems.  Plus, many of our body parts have the same tissues and processes, so when you 
target one area, you are actually supporting many other areas.  That is how one essential oil can 
support the respiratory system, the circulatory system and the immune system.  This is 
counterintuitive because we are used to one remedy for one problem.  Conventional medicine 
has compartmentalized our bodies so that we think of our parts and organs as “separate” when 
in reality they are all connected and part of one whole system.  Essential oils and whole-food 
supplements are made of compounds that our body recognizes and knows what to do with just 
like when we eat vegetables. So when we use oils, they are able to go to work on our whole 
system.  Our healthcare issues can help guide us as to what to look up in our reference tools as 
a place to start as this page demonstrates.  Then you simply use the oils as recommended.  The 
reference guide will tell you if you should use them topically, internally or aromatically.  Again, 
in my experience, people FEEL that this is harder than it is because it is new and they don’t have 
any underwater programming yet to guide their actions, i.e. a habit.  Your Worksheets for each 
tier will help you to create these new habits. 
 
(Screen shows Pg. 14 & 15) 
 
Now you can begin to incorporate Doterra’s tools into each section of your Wellness Lifestyle 
Program based on the priorities that you identified in your Wellness Assessment, keeping in 
mind that supporting tiers underneath your priority is a big part of the solution. These pages 
give you some examples of the tools that apply to each tier so that you can refer to them as you 
create your plans.  Take a second right now to pause this video and look at the tools in each 
Tier.  If you are just listening to this without the video, find some time to open the Live Guide 
and follow along. Make a note of products that you already feel like you want to include on 
your Worksheets. You can start to keep a list and this is how you create your Loyalty Rewards 
Orders. 
 
I have taught hundreds of people about essential oils and there is a common desire to want to 
focus on the top two tiers of the Wellness Pyramid.  People want to feel better so they want to 



find direct solutions for their healthcare issues.  But review the first video in this program to 
remember that it is the bottom 4 tiers, lifestyle habits, that result in the healthcare issues that 
surface in the top 2 tiers.  Looking for a band aid for the symptom without looking for the root 
cause in the lifestyle habits is not a true solution.  Really pay attention to the recommendations 
in the bottom 4 tiers as solutions to your issues in the top 2 tiers.  We have been conditioned by 
modern medicine to look for a “band aid” because synthetic pharmaceuticals can provide relief 
but not cures.  Natural Wellness Lifestyle habits offer a real cure because they address the root 
cause of the problem.  But we have to be patient and consistent to improve our cellular health. 
This can be work, and that is why I have created this Program to help you create real change 
that will support you for the rest of your life. 
 
We are going to go through each tier in the next 6 classes to see what might be right for you.  
You have a choice in how you want to incorporate these tools.  You can see what products 
stand out as things that can help you over the next few months in each tier, or you can focus on 
one tier at a time.  Whatever you do, try not to overwhelm yourself.  Each person can handle 
change in different doses. 
 
(Screen shows Pg. 16) 
(Section 1 of the Wellness Consult) 
Now we can prioritize your needs using the Wellness Consult on page 16 in the Live Guide.  
Take a few minutes to look at your Wellness Assessment and your list of products and body 
systems that need help.  Write down your top 3 priorities, the progress you would like to make 
in the next 3 months, and the products that are recommended for each priority.  You can refer 
back to page 13-15 to identify the recommended products.  Page 17 also has a list of Doterra 
products and what they are for that you can glance through. If you already have a reference 
book, use that also to identify which Doterra natural solutions to try. Go ahead and complete 
this section. 
 
(Section 2 of Wellness Consult) 
Now you can incorporate those products into a daily schedule that you can apply to your 
Wellness Tier Worksheets as you work through the Program. There are suggestions at the 
bottom to help you see when you would use the products.  Go ahead and pause me and 
remember that what you are doing now is not set in stone, this is an opportunity for you to 
practice making your plans for your Worksheets. 
 
In section 3 of the Wellness Consult, you can note other wellness habits you believe you want 
to incorporate.  Then there is a space to take a look at your toxic load from the products you 
currently use for personal care and cleaning.  We are going to go more into depth to see if you 
can switch these products without spending more money in a bit.  Right now just write down 
which ones you would like to replace. 
 
In the last section of the Wellness Consult, you can make a list of when you would like to 
purchase these products.  This will give you an indication of where to go from here.  Pause me 
and take a few minutes to jot down your ideas while they are fresh in your mind.  



 
As you go through each Tier of the Program and complete your worksheets, you can refer to 
your lists.  If your priority is Nutrition, then all the products you write down might be focused 
just on nutrition for now.   
 
IMPORTANT: If you have some self-care needs, you might also want to incorporate these 
sooner rather than later. I recommend using the products from both ends: address the root 
cause in the lifestyle tiers and see if there is a natural remedy to help with your issues in your 
health care tiers to give you some relief while you are creating new lifestyle habits. For 
instance, you might be experiencing chronic pain from inflammation that needs to be 
addressed at each of the 4 lifestyle tiers.  That process can take a while, so you can add Deep 
Blue Polyphenol Complex, Deep Blue rub and/or oils that reduce inflammation while you are 
working on your Program.  Look up your issue in your book or online resource and see what 
products are recommended. This will allow you to reduce the toxicants you take in from 
synthetic remedies. 
 
(Screen shows Pg. 18) 
Let’s focus on the cheapest way to buy your products.   As I mentioned when we went through 
the enrollment kits, you can get up to the equivalent of 55% off the retail price by using the 
Loyalty Rewards Program.  To begin, you just click on “Create a new LRP order.”  Let’s look at 
the chart on Pg. 19 of the Live Guide.  You will receive 10% back in free product credits for the 
first 3 orders of 50pv or more.  Remember that 1pv=$1 for all the oils, but that some other 
products have less PV per dollar.  For instance, the toothpaste is $8.50 but is 5pv. With every 3 
orders of 50pv or more, you increase your percentage by 5% until you max out at 30% back in 
free product credits.  This means that once you max out, if you order 100pv you get $30 worth 
of free product credits. 
 
(screen shows chart on pg. 18) 
The only requirement to be on the LRP program is that you place an order every month: 
however, you have a lot of flexibility in how much you purchase.  You can see that as long as 
you order 1pv, which means you have to order as little as one product even if it is a lip balm, 
you can stay on the LRP program and keep all the free product credits that you have earned and 
the percentage you are at.  With orders under 50pv, you do not earn free product credits or 
increase your percentage. With each order of 50pv or more you do earn free product credits 
and increase your percentage until you reach 30%. For Wellness Advocates who are distributing 
Doterra, your LRP order has to be 100pv or more in order to get paid. The 100pv requirement 
has nothing to do with Wholesale Customers.  When anyone on the LRP program orders 125pv 
on or before the 15th of the month, you automatically receive a Free Product of the Month.   
 
Shipping: 
When you are on the LRP program and order online, you get 100% of your shipping costs back 
in free product credits.  The price for economy shipping is $3.99.  If you are not on the LRP 
program but are placing standard orders online, you will get 50% of your shipping costs back in 
free product credits. 



 
Specials: 
Doterra announces specials at the beginning of each month and you can find them on Facebook 
or on the rotating banner that is at the top of your homepage when you login to doterra.com.  
Make sure to check that banner each month before you order to see if it helps you shop 
smarter. 
 
In addition to the free Product of the Month for 125pv LRPs order on or before the 15th, they 
have a product each month that is 10% off. 
 
Several times a year they also have 200pv specials that you can take advantage of whether or 
not you are on the LRP program. When you place a 200pv order, you will receive approximately 
$80 worth of free products that are announced in the special.  You can place more than one 
order of 200PV and get the free products with each order. 
 
Doterra has BOGO weeks where you can Buy One, Get One FREE for all customers.  These are 
announced on Facebook each day and you can check out the specials banner. 
 
Lastly, each year in September Doterra releases new oils, and products that offer convenient 
ways to use the oils to reduce your toxic load. They offer all the new products in a Kit for a 
significantly reduced price. 
 
Doterra provides many opportunities for you to get the most bang for your buck, so you can 
incorporate these specials and the LRP program into your Worksheet plans.  Doterra has really 
created a win/win opportunity for its customers because all of its profits get reinvested into its 
Co-impact Sourcing initiative, its Prime Meridian Integrative Health Clinic Initiative, and its 
Healing Hands non-profit initiative.  All of these initiatives create more wellness opportunities 
for you and for people around the world.  Doterra can do this because it is a privately held 
company with no debt.  This means that Doterra has the complete freedom to be a mission-
driven company rather than a profit-driven company.  The Above the Line beauty is that as a 
result of being a mission-driven company, they are generating the profits needed to sustain 
their efforts.  Profits are a result, not a goal as we talked about in the Goal section of the 
Sample Worksheet.  A goal is what you want to create, and you can’t literally create money, you 
earn money as a result of what you create. 
 
This brings us to the most important question – how do you FEEL about using and purchasing 
Doterra’s products?  Your feelings reveal your underwater beliefs, and your underwater beliefs 
drive your habits. If you consciously want to create a habit of using Doterra’s natural options, 
then your best strategy is to bolster your belief in the product and the company.  Make sure 
you have listened to the Explore Doterra section even if you are already have an account.  
Building belief includes appreciating the efforts made by the growers, harvesters and distillers 
around the world to bring you these pure little bottles of nature’s offerings.  It includes feeling 
like you are part of an Above the Line cycle where everyone in Doterra’s process benefits. If you 
want to make this part of your plan, explore the Company and Caring sections on doterra.com. 



 
(Screen shows Live Wellness Worksheet) 
Are you interested in switching synthetic products to natural products in your Plan to Reduce 
Your Toxic Load? The Resource Section has a link to a Live Wellness Worksheet that can help 
you. 
 
This worksheet allows you to take an Above the Line factual look at how you currently spend 
your money, the quality of the products that you spend it on, and the toxic load they add to 
your body, along with a way to change that to align with your Wellness Program. The GOAL is to 
live as clean as possible while also being as efficient with your dollars as possible.   
 
Go ahead and fill in the first two boxes about where you currently buy your products, and what 
type of rewards you earn from those purchases. 
 
Now check the products you currently buy and write down what you spend on them.  You can 
estimate or take your time and get exact amounts when you shop.  You can do this worksheet 
now or do it as part of your research for your Reduce Your Toxic Load Plan.  It depends on how 
you FEEL about when you want to do it, and if those feelings are coming from Above or Below 
the Line.  If you feel Below the Line, stop and figure out why, then decide if you want that 
underwater belief to drive your actions. If not, use your Above the Line Quick Guide to refocus 
Above the Line and move forward. 
 
You may decide from Above the Line that Reducing Your Toxic Load through clean living is not 
your priority right now and that it is too much to focus on more than one thing at the same 
time.  Or you may decide that you are curious enough to complete this worksheet and will 
incorporate changes over time as they fit into your Plan. 
 
If you have completed the worksheet so far, go ahead and multiply the total in both columns by 
10% and by 30%. Next, look in your Doterra Product Catalog or login to doterra.com and find 
the Doterra equivalents of the products you use.  You can compare ingredients and cost.  Then 
take into account the cost savings if you utilize the Loyalty Rewards Program and are receiving 
between 10%-30% back on your purchases.  This can be a fun way to feel good about your 
product choices and about the dollars you spend to see what you CAN afford rather than 
focusing on what you CAN’T afford. 
 
Okay, we are all done your Membership Overview, and you now have an idea of where you are 
going for the next few months with Doterra’s tools. To really nail it down, start with the next 
class on the Nutrition Tier and start filling in your Worksheet. Remember, Doterra tools are only 
part of your Wellness Lifestyle Program, so continue to learn more and make your 
individualized plans in the next 6 Wellness Tier classes.  Make sure you have listened to the 
Program from the beginning to understand the concepts heavily utilized in the classes.  Before 
you start, take a little time to become familiar with your reference tool resources for Doterra’s 
products in the next segment. 



 
 


